
11th OUTVIEW FILM FESTIVAL 

19th – 25th of APRIL 2018 

“YOUR MOM… ‘S PRIDE” 

GREEK FILM ARCHIVE 

(48, Iera Odos Str. & 134-136, Megalou Alexandrou Str., Kerameikos Metro 

Station) 

Outview Film Festival returns! 

 

This year we will travel back in time, in order to embrace the movements 

which concern us and which sprung up during the 80s, like Queercore, the 

Voguing scene and the most powerful uproar of the international LGBTQI+ 

movement. With this year’s theme discussions (Empowering Women in the 

Film Industry, Hospice Care, Gentrification, Greek Queer Cinema, My Body – 

My Home) we actively prove once again that we embrace human rights, listen 

to the contemporary needs and fight for a world in which we all can live 

equally. 

 

Official Trailer: https://vimeo.com/264536336 

The soundtrack of this year’s trailer is one of the most iconic and beloved 

Greek pop songs of the 80s, Lost in the Night by Kostas Charitodiplomenos, 

in light of this trip to the past of ours. 

 

OPENING MOVIE 

I DREAM IN ANOTHER LANGUAGE | SUEÑO EN OTRO IDIOMA (Ernesto 

Contreras, Mexico, 88’, 2017)  

 

The movie won the Audience Award in the Film Festivals of Sundance and 

Florida, and has been distinguished in the Festivals of Guadalajara, Huelva 

Latin American, Minneapolis St. Paul and Oslo / Fusion. 

With the Support of the Embassy of Mexico. 

Distributor: Seven Films 

  

CLOSING MOVIE  

  

JUST CHARLIE (Rebekah Fortune, UK, 97’, 2017) 

https://vimeo.com/264536336


 

The movie won Awards in the Festivals of Czechia and Cairo, and was 

nominated in similar ones like the British Ind. Film Awards and Edinburgh Int. 

Film Festival. 

With the Support of the British Embassy & the British Council. 

 

MOVIES WITH THEME EVENTS 

 

KIKI 

Saturday April 21st, 22:30 

From Harlem’s ballroom halls as well as from the heart of black gay and drag 

culture Voguing sprung up, which became famous from the legendary movie 

Paris is Burning and gained even more popularity from Madonna’s famous 

Vogue song. It continues this year at Outview, with the much-awarded 

documentary Kiki, which focuses on the story of seven adolescents, through 

the preparations and their thematic executions at Voguing. The screening will 

be followed by a Voguing show at club BEQueer (10, Keleou Str., 

Kerameikos). 

The protagonist of the movie, Gia Marie Love, will attend as a guest. With the 

Support of the U.S. Embassy. 

 

QUEERCORE 

Friday April 20th, 22:15 

A cultural and social movement which sprung up from the punk and new wave 

scene of the 80s and 90s, and which rejected the status quo of both the 

straight and gay world. A QUEERCORE themed party will follow, with Berlin’s 

most famous activist/drag queen as a guest, Gloria Viagra, at club BOILER 

(9, Vlachava Str., Psirri). The director of the movie Queercore: How to Punk 

a Revolution, Yony Leyser will also attend as a guest. 

With the Support of Goethe – Institut Athen.   

 

COLBY KELLER 

Sunday Aprill 22nd, 21:10 

Colby Keller is a veteran of the porn industry and has appeared in more than 

one hundred movies in the past ten years. His series COLBY DOES 

AMERICA is an ambitious collaborative art project which is based on the 

taping of his erotic adventures in America’s 50 states. After the screening, 



Colby Keller will be at Alexander Sauna to meet his fans in person, while a 

Wet Show from the gogoboys of Alexander Sauna will follow. 

 

THE FESIVAL’S HIGHLIGHTS  

  

TRANNY FAG | BIXA TRAVESTY (Claudia Priscilla, Kiko Goifman, Brazil, 

75’, 2018) 

The life of trans singer Linn da Quebrada, who comes from an impoverished 

Sao Paolo neighborhood and who faces multiple prejudice. She is a powerful 

and fierce persona in the funk scene, fighting against stereotypes. Berlin Int. 

Film Festival 2017 Nominee. With the Support of the Embassy of Brazil. 

 

1:54 (Yan England, Canada, 103’, 2016) 

Sixteen year old Tim is a shy and introverted teenager who faces a gang of 

bullies, the leader of which is Jeff. Francis is Tim’s best friend and the gang is 

convinced that the two boys are in a relationship – leading the two friends to 

extreme behavior in order to defend themselves. The movie has won Awards 

at the Hamburg Festival and the Rhodes Island Int. Film Festival. With the 

Support of the Embassy of Canada. 

 

FREAK SHOW (Trudie Styler, USA, 91’, 2017) 

When Billy’s mother is forced to send him to live with his father, the eccentric 

teenager has to attend a conservative school. Undaunted by his bullies, the 

fearless Billy will challenge the most popular girl of the school to win the prom 

queen title. This eccentric comedy is a powerful ode to the rejects and non-

conformists of all paths, adorned by the acting of Bette Midler and Laverne 

Cox. Berlin Int. Film Festival και Edimburgh Int. Film Festival Nominee. With 

the Support of the U.S. Embassy. 

 

THE WOUND | ΙΝΧΕΒΑ (John Trengrove, S. Africa, 88’, 2017) 

At the Eastern Cape of S. Africa, Xolani travels to a distant mountain to assist 

the Xhosa-circumcision, a ritual where boys become men. Isolated from 

women, the young men learn about the masculine codes of their culture. The 

movie collected 15 nominations and 20 wins at events and festival like the 

African American Film Critics Association, Berlin Int. Film Festival, Frameline 

San Francisco Int. L.A. Outfest, London Film Fest., Sundance, Sydney Film 

Festival, and others. 

 



MY WONDERFUL WEST BERLIN (Jochen Hick, Germany, 97’, 2017) 

The stories and experiences of political activists, vacationers, hedonists, 

musicians and fashion designers of West Berlin’s gay life during the period 

between the end of Wold War Two and the Fall of the Berlin Wall. Berlin 

Int.Film Festival 2017 Nominee. With the Support of Goethe – Institut Athen.   

 

THE MISANDRISTS (Bruce LaBruce, Germany, 91’, 2017) 

A secret feminist terrorist group plans to liberate women, smash the patriarchy 

and start a new world order. The group is led by “Big Mother”, who operates a 

school as a decoy to the group. Berlin Int. Film Festival 2017 Nominee. With 

the Support of Goethe-Institut Αthen. After the movie, the protagonist, 

Susanne Sachsee will present her monologue Confession Of An Actress, a 

scathing piece on the director’s deficient gaze at the lesbian tone of the 

movie. 

 

THE UNTOLD TALES OF ARMISTEAD MAUPIN (Jennifer M. Kroot, USA, 

90’, 2017) 

The life, work and evolution of author Armistead Maupin, from a conservative 

son of the Old South to a gay rights pioneer, the novels of whom have 

inspired millions. Best Movie Award at FilmOut San Diego, Napa Valley Film 

Fest, Nashville Film Fest. and SXSW Film Fest. With the Support of the U.S. 

Embassy. 

  

SILVANA (Mika Gustafson, Olivia Kastebring, Christina Tsiobanelis, Sweden, 

91’, 2017) 

In collaboration with CineDoc, Outview presents the powerful portrait of 

Sweden’s most popular hip hop artist. A second generation immigrant (from 

Syria and Lithuania), lesbian, feminist and anti-racist, with biting lyrics which 

oppose any and all forms of oppression, Silvana has taken Scandinavia by 

storm. Best Movie Award at the Gulbagge Awards 2018. Special Screening 

at club NOIZ (78, Konstantinoupoleos Str., Iera Odos, Kerameikos) 22/4, at 

22:00. Afterwards, there will be a Women’s Party. 

 

You can find out more about the movies of Outview Film Festival at our 

website here. 

You can download materials for each movie, the poster and the Festival’s 

Schedule at the following link: https://we.tl/npdNZWioR9 

 

https://we.tl/npdNZWioR9


JURIES AND OUTVIEW AWARDS 

The Festival’s Awards 

Best Documentary and Best Movie Award, which are granted by the juries, 

the Audience Award, where all feature movies compete, Best Foreign 

Language Short Movie Award which is granted by the PROCHORAME 

team, and last but not least the Antivirus Award which is granted to the Best 

Greek Short Movie by the Antivirus magazine. This year’s closing ceremony 

(Wednesday 25/4 in Screen Room 1 of the Archive) will be presented by Drag 

Queen Melita Skabo and the Awards will be presented by actors, directors, 

cinema scene personas and activists of our community. 

 

Best Movie Jury: Fenia Apostolou (Director, choreographer, performer), 

Maria Nathaniel (Communications Director at the Athens International Film 

Festival), Stelios Psaroudakis (Actor). 

Best Documentary Jury: Marina Tsiklitira (Film critic, journalist), Thodoris 

Antonopoulos (Journalist), Dimitris Komninos (Director). PROCHORAME 

team: Maria Kalogeropoulou & Isaac Caballero Suey (foudners of 

PROCHORAME), Ekaterini Kontarini (Art Director), Dimosthenes Glenis 

(member of PROCHORAME). 

 

ANTIVIRUS EXHIBITION 

Antivirus is currently the oldest magazine in the history of the LGBTQI+ 

community. Antivirus has not only managed to retain its presence in a climate 

of intense homophobia/transphobia and financial scarcity, but also to act as a 

steady point of reference for the part of Greek society which is a part of or 

supports human diversity. Furthermore, with its thorough reports as well as its 

constant stream of information, the magazine plays an important part in the 

shaping of each modern gay / lesbian/ bi / trans / queer person’s culture. In 

light of its 15-year-anniversary, during the festival, an exhibition will be hosted, 

featuring the covers which formed its history, from 2003 until the present day, 

as well as the history of the LGBTQI+ community in Greece, in the Greek Film 

Archive. 

 

UNOFFICIAL SOUNDTRACKS FOR EMOTIONAL PICTURES  

 

 

Re-edited clips from classic movies like Lolita, Some like it Hot, Snow White, 

Friday the 13th and Psycho, from the brilliant Marte Hodne Haugen. Every 

video shows an excerpt from a scene where the action involves a woman 



stereotypical of the time the movie was created. The series of the clips will be 

shown on repeat at the exhibition room of the Greek Film Achive. With the 

Support of the Norwegian Embassy.. 

 

THEME DISCUSSIONS 

1. WOMEN’S RIGHTS IN CINEMA 

Saturday 21st of April, 19:00 

The panel Empowering Women in the Film Industry contributes to the fight for 

gender equality in the cinema business. Guests: Émilie Jouvet, with her movie 

My Body, My Rules / Fawzia Mirza, with her movie Signature Move / 

Susanne Sachsse, with the movie The Misandrists / Limor Shmila, with her 

movie Montana / Andria Wilson / Memi Koupa. With the Support of the 

Embassy of Israel, the U.S. Embassy, the French Institute and the Rosa 

Luxemburg Foundation – Office in Greece. More info here. 

  

2. HOSPICE CARE  

Saturday 21st of April, 14:30 

The goal of Hospice Care is to improve the life of patients with advanced or 

life-threatening illnesses, through a holistic look. The screening of the movie 

Other People, which tells the story of a young comedian who returns to the 

conservative home of his parents, in order to take care of his sick mother, is 

the chance for a dialogue around Hospice Care and Palliative Care. With the 

Support of the U.S. Embassy. More info here. 

 

3. GREEK QUEER CINEMA 

Sunday 22nd of April, 13:00 screenings, 19:00 Panel 

The jury of the biggest LGBTQI+ maganize of Greece, Antivirus, will award 

the Best Greek Queer Movie Award. In light of the Greek Queer theme, we 

have with us the protagonist of the movie Angel by George Katakouzinos 

(1982) Michalis Maniatis, as well as the she person on whom the movie was 

based, Christos Roussos. More info here. 

 

4. BODΥ POLITICS 

Monday 23rd of April, 20:30 

We host the Amsterdam Transcreen Transgender Film Festival, a festival 

of internationally recognized trans movies, which this year will present 

selections of short movies. Furthermore, the TranScreen team will take part in 



a discussion panel entitled My Body, My Home, which will promote the 

diversity of the human body and cultivate the notion of self-acceptance. The 

panel and the hosting of TranScreen will be held with the Support of the 

Embassy of the Netherlands, while the movies Don’t Call me Son and Bixa 

Travesty are with the Support of the Embassy of Brazil. More info here. 

 

5. GENTRIFICATION 

Tuesday 24h of April, 21:00 

The documentary Gut Renovation mirrors the Athens of Airbnb and of 

Gentrification, a socio-economic phenomenon which is characterized by the 

buying and renovation of apartments or shops in impoverished urban 

neighborhoods, which over time leads to the upgrading of the district and 

higher prices for properties and rent. There will be a discussion about the pros 

and cons of gentrification with representatives from FairBnB, journalists, 

graduates from the NTUA and residents of Athens from Generation 2.0 

for Rights, Equality & Diversity. More info here. 

 

More info for the festival’s event can be found here.   

  

Admission to the screenings: 

Screening 5€, Day Ticket 10€ / Student Ticket 8€, Ticket for the whole festival 

50€.  

For unemployed people, the entry to the afternoon screenings (the first 

screening of each day) is free, after having shown the unemployment card.  

For more information you can contact the OYTVIEW FILM FESTIVAL 

info@outview.gr τηλ. +30 210 9234420 149, Sofokleous Str., 17672 Kallithea, 

Athens 


